PLAY IT bold and play it smart. With its audacious bold design, intelligent features and agile driving characteristics.

The new Nissan MICRA arrives to challenge the compact car standards and lets you have it YOUR WAY.
NEW NISSAN MICRA
DESIGNED TO RAISE EXPECTATIONS
Imagine a more exciting journey every day - driving with greater exhilaration, confidence and connection to the world around you. That’s Nissan Intelligent Mobility. Everything you know will be turned on its head behind the wheel of the new Nissan MICRA. Enjoy the sheer pleasure of dynamic driving.
NISSAN
MICRA

ENGINEERED TO AMPLIFY YOUR COMFORT

Nissan’s brand promise – innovation that excites – is evident in every part of the new Nissan MICRA. With an optimised driving position, ergonomic anti-fatigue seats, convenient access to commands, and maximised noise insulation, the Nissan MICRA flawlessly blends comfort and style to create a truly inspiring atmosphere.
Driving the new Nissan MICRA is a rousing experience thanks to its BOSE® PERSONAL® audio system. Micra drivers will be able to choose their desired level of “audio immersion” through the BOSE PersonalSpace control feature built into the infotainment system’s audio settings. The PersonalSpace control enables an adjustable range of listening options, from precise front-focused sound to a much wider and enveloping experience in which the sound feels like it’s coming from areas in the vehicle where there aren’t any speakers. It will turn each ride into a stimulating and uplifting journey.

TAYLOR IT YOUR WAY.

With 6 speakers—of which 2 Ultra-Nearfield™ Speakers in the driver’s headrest—a ride in the MICRA brings you the ultimate, high-definition audio experience. Personalise your listening experience for you and your passengers by adjusting the width of the sound via the head unit. With its fully integrated controls, creating a driver-focused, wide or immersive soundstage is at the reach of your fingertips.

SMART DESIGN.

Compact and smartly engineered the BOSE® PERSONAL® system gives you the premium audio experience without jeopardizing in your storage space.
SPACE TO SHARE AND SPARE

The new Nissan MICRA is designed for living life to the full. So don’t hesitate to invite your friends along for the ride. The lowered seating position for driver and front passenger means there’s exceptional headroom for taller occupants and it also offers rear passengers with top class shoulder and knee room with plenty space for luggage.

- Driver’s seat with height and back angle adjustment
- Easy to reach steering wheel controls
- Sporty adjustable D-shape steering wheel
- 60:40 rear foldable seats
ROOM THAT BENDS TO YOUR IDEAS

The capacity of the new Nissan MICRA is surprising. Fold down the rear seats to take any extra bags or bulkier objects on board and use all the smart storage spaces for your personal items, including a bucket-type glove box, 1.5L bottle door pocket, seat pockets, cup holders or even the phone-holder with USB/12V power sockets.

Cup holder smartly located in central console.

Convenient 10ℓ bucket-type glove box to fit your tablet or 2ℓ bottle.

300ℓ BOOT SPACE
Rear seat not folded

1004ℓ FULL BACK
Rear seats folded down
NISSAN INTELLIGENT MOBILITY

RIGHT ON THE NOSE.
In Drive, the display gives you both a front and overhead view, so you know just how far to pull up — without going too far.

BACKGROUND SAVVY.
In Reverse, the display helps you see what’s directly behind you, while the overhead view helps with smaller objects that might be hidden below your window.

SPARE YOUR WHEELS.
In Drive or Reverse, you can push the camera button to switch out the overhead for a side view. A great help for seeing how close you are to the curb.

COMPLETE THE PICTURE.
Located under your driver’s side mirror, this camera helps round out your virtual 360° bird’s-eye view, whether you’re in Drive or Reverse.

NISSAN INTELLIGENT AROUND VIEW MONITOR
WITH MICRA AS YOUR PARTNER, EVEN PARKING’S A PLEASURE.

What if parallel parking was easier? A rearview camera and rear parking sensors are great to give you further confidence when backing up — but when it comes to parking, it’s nice to see more than just what’s directly behind you. That’s why the new Nissan MICRA’s Class-Exclusive Around-View Monitor uses four cameras that give you a virtual 360 degree bird’s-eye view of your vehicle, with selectable split-screen close-ups of the front, rear, and curbside views, so you can get a better look. And since all obstacles aren’t stationary (like a shopping trolley). Moving Object Detection helps keep an eye around your MICRA, and warn you about moving objects detected nearby.

Available on selected models.
CONNECTIVITY TO CUSTOMISE YOUR JOURNEY

Standard with the new Nissan MICRA’s Display Audio, compatible with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto it’s a smarter, safer way to use your phone while driving. Just plug in to map your route, make a call, send and receive messages and access your favourite music and apps on your 7” colour display – all with your eyes on the road.

EASY CALLS
Open your phone on your display screen and find all your contacts, calls and voicemails directly in front of you. Nothing could be simpler.

VOICE CONTROL
Activate Siri by pressing and holding the voice control button on the steering wheel: it makes keeping in touch even easier – and safer.

PLAY YOUR MUSIC
Find all your tunes at your fingertips – or just tell Siri what you’d like to hear. Listen to your music library, podcasts or digital radio or access your entertainment via your favourite apps.

YOUR MUSIC. YOUR WAY.
Use Bluetooth streaming audio or the USB input to play music directly from your smartphone.
DRIVE WITH AGILITY AND CONFIDENCE.

Whether it’s darting through traffic or out on the open road, the new Nissan MICRA is an exceptional car to drive. Nissan Intelligent driving systems make your journey safer and more pleasurable every time.

Hill Start Assist (HSA): Holds the vehicle when stationary – without the driver needing to keep a foot on the brake or apply the parking brake.

Intelligent Trace Control: Delivers confident handling around corners. It adjusts the brake pressure on individual wheels to help keep you on an optimal line through turns.

Intelligent Ride Control: Applies subtle braking to prevent unpleasant upper body motion over bumps and enhance the overall comfort of your ride.
Conceived, designed and engineered to stand out. Featuring a sculpted body with strong and sharp character lines visible from every angle that are hard to ignore. Nissan Intelligent Mobility comes to life in the new MICRA through intelligent driving technologies. It’s like having a third eye and sixth sense all in one. Nissan Intelligent Driving Systems make your journey safer and more pleasurable.

**Blind Spot Warning:** Boost your vision: the system will warn you if there are vehicles in the blind spots diagonally behind the car.
NISSAN INTELLIGENT POWER
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN

Put your foot down and enjoy the Nissan MICRA’s aerodynamic performance and its choice of downsized, responsive and fuel efficient turbo engines.

Making city driving fun with your choice of the efficient 66kW Turbo engine for exceptional responsiveness or the sportier 84kW Turbo engine for instant accelerating and an even more invigorating drive.

CHOOSE YOUR ENGINE
Choose an engine to match the way you drive. Compare power, torque, fuel consumption and emissions or visit your nearest Nissan dealer for advice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine Type</th>
<th>Power (kW)</th>
<th>Torque (Nm)</th>
<th>Fuel Economy (combined)</th>
<th>CO2 Emissions (combined)</th>
<th>Acceleration (0-100km/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9l Turbo Engine</td>
<td>66kW</td>
<td>140Nm</td>
<td>5.1/100km</td>
<td>115g/km</td>
<td>12.1 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0l Turbo Engine</td>
<td>84kW</td>
<td>180Nm</td>
<td>5.0/100km</td>
<td>115g/km</td>
<td>9.9 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures are obtained from laboratory testing and are intended only for comparison between vehicles. The figures may not reflect real driving results. Optional equipment, maintenance, driving conditions and weather conditions may affect the official results. Figures were determined under the new WLTP test cycle and adjusted to an equivalent NEDC figure for the sake of comparison.

Accessory vehicle shown.
INTRODUCING NISSAN ASSURED, IT’S MORE THAN A PROMISE. AS PART OF THE NISSAN FAMILY YOU’RE GUARANTEED OUR COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER CARE. A LASTING BOND BETWEEN YOU, YOUR VEHICLE AND THE NISSAN BRAND. THAT’S OUR PROMISE.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
We promise to make your Nissan experience one to cherish, from your delivery day and everyday after, our commitment is to deliver a service experience you can trust – and believe in.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
We keep you on the road 24/7. Should anything unexpected happen, we guarantee you 24-hour roadside assistance, no matter the age of your Nissan, because it’s still a Nissan. Just call 0800 NISSAN (64 77 26) anywhere, anytime. Terms and Conditions do apply.

LICENCE RENEWAL REMINDER
We’ll remind you in advance so you can keep your licence disk up to date.

3 YEAR OR 90 000KM SERVICE PLAN
For the first 3 years or 90 000km of driving your car, whichever comes first, you can rest easy knowing that our promise to you is a kept one. We’ll make sure your car is running smoothly and always on the road.

6 YEAR OR 150 000KM WARRANTY
As long as your car is under warranty, we’ll always have you covered if anything goes wrong. You don’t need to stress for the first 6 years or 150 000km, whichever comes first.

SERVICE AND REPAIRS
FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK
We’ll give your car a free health check on every major and minor service prior to any work being carried out, so you know exactly what needs to be done, and how much it will cost.

COMPETITIVELY PRICED PARTS
We deliver the highest care for your Nissan by fitting only Nissan Genuine Parts. The expertise of our Nissan trained teams will also guarantee best value-for-money by finding the most competitively priced part for your local dealer.

COURTESY CAR
We will arrange a courtesy car for all warranty repairs should the components required not be available within 48 hours.

Call 0800 NISSAN (64 77 26) or visit www.nissan.co.za for more information.
BE EXPRESSIVE

INJECT YOUR OWN STYLE into the new Nissan MICRA. Choose from 7 exclusive body colours. Whether you’re bright and vibey or cool and sophisticated, there’s a Nissan MICRA waiting for you.

Energy Orange EBF (M)
Passion Red NBD (M)
Power Blue RQG (M)
Solid White ZY2 (S)
Platinum Silver ZBD (M)
Echo Grey KPN (M)
Enigma Black GNE (M)

*(M) - Metallic
(S) - Solid

*Available on select models only.

THE PERFECT FIT.

Personalise and stand out in style with a distinctive edge to your new Nissan MICRA with a variety of stunning styling packs to create a truly distinctive look, designed to enhance your Nissan MICRA’s already expressive exterior.

Visit nissan.co.za for more details.

ENERGY ORANGE STYLING PACK

VIBRANT CHROME STYLING PACK

ENIGMA BLACK STYLING PACK

Available for Passion Red, Solid White and Energy Orange vehicles.

POWER BLUE STYLING PACK

POWER BLUE (S) - Metallic
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NISSAN MICRA
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
With our inspiration and technology, you can customise your journey. Connect with the new Nissan MICRA and have some fun!

MICRA 66KW TURBO VISIA
STANDARD

EXTERIOR
• LED Daytime running lights
• Front power windows
• Door mirrors black, manual fold and power adjustable
• Roof spoiler
• 15” steel wheels

INTERIOR
• Steering adjust (Manual tilt & telescopic)
• Audio system (AM/FM, USB, AUX + DAB/RDS + Bluetooth + Apple CarPlay, Android Auto)
• 2 Speakers

SAFETY AND TECHNOLOGY
• Remote central door locking
• Immobiliser
• Cruise control + Adjustable speed limiter
• Auto headlight with auto hazard
• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
• Brake Assist (BA)
• Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

MICRA 66KW TURBO ACENTA
ADDITIONAL TO VISIA

EXTERIOR
• 16” alloy wheels
• Front fog lights
• Body colour outside mirrors

INTERIOR
• Audio: 7” Display Audio (AM/FM, MP3, DAB, RDS, USB, AUX, Bluetooth, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto)
• 4 speakers

MICRA 66KW TURBO ACENTA PLUS
ADDITIONAL TO ACENTA

EXTERIOR
• LED headlights
• LED front fog lights
• Automatic headlight leveller system
• Rain sensing wipers
• BOSE® Personal audio system
• Speakers 4 + 2 BOSE® - in drivers headrest

MICRA 84KW TURBO TEKNA
ADDITIONAL TO ACENTA PLUS

EXTERIOR
• 17” alloy wheels
• Leather steering wheel
• Leather shift lever & Parking brake

EXCLUSIVE TO ACENTA PLUS
• Energy Orange Interior Personalisation

MICRA 84KW TURBO TEKNA PLUS
ADDITIONAL TO TEKNA

EXTERIOR
• Only available in Enigma Black
• Intriguing Red interior Personalisation
• Leather seats

SAFETY AND TECHNOLOGY
• Intelligent Around View Monitor
• Moving Object Detection

MICRA 84KW ACENTA PLUS
ADDITIONAL TO 66KW ACENTA PLUS

EXTERIOR
• Body colour outside mirrors
• New Enigma Black exterior body colour

SAFE AND TECHNOLOGY
• Intelligent Around View Monitor
• Weaving Object Detection

MICRA 84KW ACENTA PLUS (CONTINUED)
ADDITIONAL TO 66KW ACENTA PLUS

EXTERIOR
• Only available in Enigma Black

INTERIOR
• Black/Red interior Personalisation
• Leather seats

WHEELS
• VISIA 15” Steel wheels with cover

TRIMS

MICRA 66KW TURBO VISIA
CLOTH CASUAL BLACK

MICRA 66KW TURBO ACENTA / 66KW Turbo ACENTA Plus
CLOTH MODERN BLACK / GREY

MICRA 66KW Turbo Acensta Plus
CLOTH ABSOLUTE ENERGY ORANGE

MICRA 84KW TURBO TEKNA
CLOTH MODERN BLACK / GREY

MICRA 84KW Turbo Tekna Plus
LEATHER BLACK / INVIGORATING RED

MICRA 84KW ACENTA PLUS
CLOTH MODERN BLACK

MICRA 84KW ACENTA PLUS
CLOTH MODERN BLACK / GREY

DIMENSIONS
A: Wheelbase: 2.53m
B: Overall length: 3.99m
C: Overall width: 1.73m
D: 66KW models overall height: 1.43m
84kW models overall height: 1.49m

BOOK A TEST DRIVE
REQUEST A CALL BACK
LOCATE A DEALER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXTERIOR (Continued)</th>
<th>6th</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>0,560</th>
<th>0,560</th>
<th>0,560</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>1,233</td>
<td>1,233</td>
<td>1,323</td>
<td>1,323</td>
<td>1,323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly with the company's policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan South Africa reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this brochure at any time. Nissan Dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan Dealer to receive the most up-to-date information.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of going to press. This brochure has been prepared featuring prototype or accessorised vehicles exhibited at motor shows and in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products. Nissan South Africa will not be liable for any change to the specifications and features of vehicles which may have been made since the preparation of the brochure. The content of this brochure may not apply to vehicles sold for export. Nissan South Africa recommends that prospective customers contact their nearest Nissan Dealership for complete and accurate information.

LEGAL NOTICE
Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. We’re using new technologies to transform cars from mere driving machines into partners. Together the journey is more confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it’s cars that share the task of driving with you, or highways that change your EV as you go along. It’s all in the very near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

Visit our website at: www.nissan.co.za